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Lattice parameter and Tc dependence of sintered MgB2 superconductor on hydrostatic pressure
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Hydrostatic pressure up to 10 GPa has been applied to determine the lattice compressibility and the depen-
dence of transition temperatureTc of an MgB2 superconducting material that shows a very narrow transition
range when prepared by high-pressure sintering. The transition temperatureTc decreases with increasing
pressure at a rate of 1.03 K/GPa. The material has a bulk modulus 172 GPa and the unit cell of the MgB2

crystals shows an anisotropic compressibility with itsc axis appearing more compressible than thea/b axis.
The experimental results are discussed within the framework of the BCS theory, which gives rise to estimates
in good agreement with the experimental results.
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The discovery of superconductivity in MgB2 crystals at 39
K by Nagamatsuet al.1 has excited intensive interest in an
research on this material. It represents the highestTc so far
discovered in a binary system, much higher than the Nb3Ge
alloy (Tc523.2 K). The simple MgB2 crystal structure with
the space group of P6/mmm~a53.086 Å andc53.524 Å!
consists of a layered stacking with alternating Mg and
layers on top of each other. A few theoretical analyses h
been presented to discuss the fundamental mechanism
sponsible for the superconductivity in this material. The co
duction bands of thesp2-bonded boron sheets have be
suggested to contribute to the superconductivity, which re
from the strong electron-phonon interaction and the h
phonon frequency associated with the honeycomblike bo
structure.2

Following the announcement of the discovery, several
ports have been released reporting measurements of the
sure effects on MgB2 materials prepared under various co
ditions. Vogt et al.3 characterized the bulk modulus of th
commercially available high-purity MgB2 powders using
high pressure and obtainedB0'151 GPa using the first-orde
Murnaghan equation of state

V5V0S 11P
B08

B0
D 21/B08

,

whereV is the unit cell volume at pressure,P, B0854, andV0

and B0 are the unit cell volume and the bulk modulus
ambient condition, respectively. This measurement gives
to a value for the volume compressibility, defined ask5
2(1/V0)dV/dP, of about 6.731023 GPa21 to a good ap-
proximation. Pressideset al.4 measured the compressibilit
of the material of Nagamatsuet al.1 and obtained a volume
compressibility of 8.331023 GPa21. Lorenz, Meng, and
Chu5 prepared the MgB2 material by a solid-state reactio
method and measured theTc dependence on hydrostat
pressure up to 1.84 GPa and obtaineddTc /dP'
21.6 GPa21. Loa and Syassen showed a theoretical anal
and suggested a reducing rate of 1.6 K/Ga in respons
pressure.6 Jorgensen, Hinks, and Short7 reported their results
on the crystal-lattice properties of MgB2 versus both tem-
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perature (11;297 K) and pressure (0;0.62 GPa) using
neutron diffraction.

In this paper, we report results on experimental measu
ment of the electrical resistivity and lattice compressibili
under hydrostatic pressure up to 10 GPa, of the MgB2 super-
conducting material. The MgB2 material employed in the
present investigation was prepared using a higher pres
~3.5 GPa comparing with the pressure of 0.2 GPa used
Nagamatsu et al.1! and higher sintering temperatur
~1000 °C!. This material shows substantial improvements
its superconducting performance.8 For example, the transi
tion range, defined by the width in temperature betwe
points with 10% and 90% drop of resistivity during the tra
sition from the normal to the superconducting state, is m
sured to beDTc'0.5 K at the ambient pressure. Since t
material was high-pressure sintered, no porosity was
served and it has a high mass density of 2.66 g/cm3, close to
the theoretical value of MgB2 of 2.63 g/cm3.

We utilized an anvil cell fitted into a clamp machine
obtain hydrostatic pressure for measuring the electrical re
tivity using the standard four-probe method. Forin-situ mea-
surement of the lattice parameters under pressure, a diam
anvil cell was employed and synchrotron x-ray diffract
grams were collected on imaging plates, using the pho
factory beam line 18C at the High Energy Accelerator R
search Organization~KEK!, Tsukuba, Japan.

The electrical resistance of the MgB2 superconducting
material was measured as a function of temperature at e
fixed pressure with the dc four-probe method using a cu
anvil apparatus operated up to 10 GPa. The cubic anvil
vice is compressed evenly from six directions with six an
tops thereby producing a hydrostatic pressure on the sam
material sealed in the gasket. The gasket material is a m
ture of amorphous boron and epoxy resin in 4:1 weight ra
Fluorinert liquid is used as the pressure medium to main
hydrostatic pressure. Low temperature down to 7 K is at-
tained with a continuous flow of liquid nitrogen and heliu
successively.

We measured the dependence of the superconduct
transition temperatureTc on pressure up to 10 GPa. Th
sharp drop of resistivity observed at ambient conditions
maintained even when pressure was applied, as is show
Fig. 1. A remarkable linear behavior is observed up to
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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full range of 10 GPa and Fig. 2 shows the experimental d
with a fitted linear curve that is expressed by

Tc539.621.03P.

The decreasing rate ofTc , 1.03 K/GPa, is much lower tha
the value of 1.6 K/GPa obtained by Lorenz, Meng, and C
and the negative slope of theTc;P relationship is agains
the theoretical predictions by Hirsch.9 On the other hand, the
experimental observation suggests thatTc could be increased
further if a chemical substitution could increase the latt
parameter while maintaining the same electronic structu
in equivalence to producing a negative pressure.

The transition range is about 0.5 K between the norm
state and superconducting state, demonstrating the su

FIG. 1. Electrical resistance versus temperature when
sample is subject to various pressures up to 10 GPa. The trans
from the normal sate to superconducting state takes place with
very narrow temperature range of about 0.5 K.

FIG. 2. Plot of transition temperatureTc versus pressureP. A
linear behavior is observed andTc decreases with increasing pre
sure at a rate of about 1.03 K/GPa.
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quality of the MgB2 material. Even when the material i
subject to high pressure, the transition width changed o
slightly. For example, at pressure 7.5 GPa, the transi
width is measured to be 0.6 K, giving rise to the increase
the transition width at a rate less than 0.015 K/GPa. In ad
tion, before the transition to superconducting occurred,
material showed a metallic behavior upon cooling with
ratio of electrical resistivityr(300K)/r(40K)51.93 at 1.5
GPa pressure and it increased linearly with pressure reac
2.05 at 9.0 GPa pressure.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of lattice parametea
and c, and the unit cell volumeV on the applied pressure
There is a significant difference between the contraction ra
of the intraplanar periodicitya and the interplanar periodicity
c, the latter reduces about 1.4 times as fast as the form
signifying that the structure is more compressible in thec
direction than in thea/b direction. A least-square linear fit
ting of the experimental data yielded a value for the bu
modulusB05172 GPa while a value ofB05174 GPa was
obtained using a least-square fitting of the Murnaghan eq
tion. The volume compressibility, defined ask51/B05
2(1/V0)dV/dP, can be deduced from the experimental da
and showed a weak dependence on the pressure.

The boron-isotope effect has indicated that the superc
ductivity in the MgB2 material is phonon-mediated that ca
be described within the framework of the BCS theory.10 Us-
ing the McMillan formula,11 the transition temperatureTc
within the framework of the BCS theory can be appro
mated with

Tc5
^v&
1.2

expF2
1.02~11l!

l2m* ~11l!G ,
where v is the characteristic phonon frequency,m* is the
Coulomb pseudopotential describing the repulsive inter

e
ion

a FIG. 3. Dependence of lattice parametersa and c and the unit
cell volumeV on the applied pressure up to 10 GPa. The plots
given in ratios with the corresponding values at ambient conditi
The deduced bulk modulus of the MgB2 material isB05172 GPa.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 132509
tion between electrons, andl5N(0)^I 2&/M ^v2& denotes
the electron-phonon coupling constant, in whichN(0) is the
electronic density of states at the Fermi level,^I 2& the aver-
aged electron-ion matrix element, andM the atomic mass.

The value ofdTc /dP can be estimated from the Mc
Millan formula. Since it is difficult to obtain experimentall
the value ofd ln N(0)/dP, we used a theoretically calculate
value,20.0031/GPa~Ref. 8! for d ln N(0)/dP and the value
of d ln v/dP is obtained from the lattice dependence on
applied pressure through the equationv/v05(V0 /V)g,
whereg is the Gruneisen parameter, which is typically clo
to unity and we here assumedg51 to obtaind ln v/dP5
2d ln V/dP.

The values ofd ln V/dP is deduced from the x-ray dat
~Fig. 3! and therefore we obtained d ln v/dP
'0.00576 GPa21. Incorporating these values ford ln v/dP
andd ln N(0)/dP as well asm* 50.1 andl50.7 ~Ref. 2! to
the McMillan formula, we can obtain dTc /dP'
21.22 K/GPa, which is very close to our experimental va
of 21.03 K/GPa. However, we should note here that sin
the McMillan formula was deduced for isotropic structure
given the anisotropic nature of the MgB2 structure, the above
analysis has limit in its validity.12

On the other hand, the electrical resistivity was found
be well proportional to temperature, i.e.,r5C01C1(P)T,
above 220 K as shown in the inset of Fig. 4. The value
dTc /dP can also be estimated from an alternative meth
basing on the temperature coefficient of electrical resistiv
C1(P), that is deduced from the experimental data. Un
the assumption that the electrical resistivity,rph, at high
temperature is due to phonon scattering, we can there
haverph}T/MvD

2 , wherevD is the Debye frequency. Fur
thermore, if we assumed ln vD /dP'd ln v/dP, we can then
estimate the value ofd ln v/dP from the pressure dependen
of the temperature coefficient of electrical resistivity given
Fig. 4. The value ofd ln v/dP thus obtained is 0.008 GPa21,
from which dTc /dP'21.58 K/GPa is obtained. This est
mated value is reasonable in light of the experimental un
tainties and the many approximations in particular involv
in the calculations leading to the result. In addition, comp
ing our result with a recently available Raman data,13 we
obtain thatdv/dP'6.0 cm21/GPa using the averaged fre
quencyv0'752 cm21. It is in good agreement with the Ra
man result (dv/dP'5.4 cm21/GPa) for this frequency.

With the availability of more experimental data report
by different authors, we have noticed that there are disc
ancies in the reported values of the transition width and
decreasing rate ofTc with pressure in particular. We sugge
d
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that the discrepancies arise mainly from the differences
the microstructure of the various materials, as they have b
synthesized under different conditions. This has been d
onstrated clearly by Monteverdeet al. as they compared the
differences in the superconducting behavior under pres
of several MgB2 materials prepared under differen
conditions.14 On the other hand, it should be noted that the
has been no significant difference observed in the onset t
sition temperature. A most recent study15 reported aTc re-
ducing rate of 1.03 K/GPa on pressure, close to the value
reported here.

In summary, the MgB2 material synthesized under hig
pressure and high temperature shows improved super
ducting performance characterized by~a! sharp transition
from normal state to superconducting state,~b! lower de-
creasing rate~;1.03 K/GPa! of transition temperatureTc
with increasing pressure, and~c! lower ratios of electrical
resistivity r~300 K!/r~40 K!. These characteristics in trans
port properties are preserved under pressure to at least u
10 GPa and the pressure effect onTc is well explained within
the framework of the classical BCS theory based on
electron-phonon coupling mechanism.

The authors wish to thank Dr. J. P. Lu of the University
North Carolina at Chapel Hill for helpful discussions.

FIG. 4. Ratio of the temperature coefficient of electrical res
tivity, C1(P)/C1(0), as afunction of pressure. The inset shows th
relationship between electrical resistivity and temperature whe
linear range exists at high temperature.
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